THE INNOVATIVE ADVENTURES OF BRECUMAN

"BRECUMAN VS THE WOOD WITCH"
Several lumberjacks have gone missing at the Battle Axe lumber mill in Beldam Forest.

In hopes of discovering why the lumberjacks have mysteriously disappeared, the foreman installed game cameras around the mill.

What the cameras reveal is shocking! A witch is using her powers to turn the weak timing belts into slippery snakes! The snakes can't handle the torque and they stretch and snap, sending the saw blades flying and making mincemeat of the lumberjacks!

The wood witch then returns to her lair and adds the minced lumberjack to her cauldron. The final ingredient in her potion for eternal life.

Brecorman sees the Brecosignal and enlists Nina for help with the phrase no dog could resist.

The foreman is horrified!
BRECOCYCLE AND NINA RUSH TO THE BRECOCYCLE AND SPEED INTO THE DENSELY WOODED BELDAM FOREST!

IMMEDIATELY, THEY CATCH THE WOOD WITCH IN THE ACT OF TURNING ANOTHER TIMING BELT INTO A SNAKE! BRECOCYCLE AND NINA THINK FAST AND KNOW EXACTLY WHAT TO DO!

BRECOCYCLE YIELDS THE ALMIGHTY BRECOMOVE TIMING BELT! THE STRONGEST TIMING BELT KNOWN TO MAN! IT HAS 75% MORE TENSILE STRENGTH AND 30% HIGHER TRANSMITTABLE FORCE THAN ANY OTHER TIMING BELT!

NINA STARTS DESTROYING THE OLD BELTS TO ENSURE THE WITCH WILL STOP, BUT THE WITCH USES THE LAST OF HER POWERS TO TURN THE WEAK TIMING BELTS INTO SNAKES! NINA CAN’T RESIST A TASTY SNAKE, AND STARTS EATING THEM RAPIDLY!

THE WOOD WITCH TRIES TIRELESSLY TO TRANSFORM THE MOVE BELTS INTO SNAKES, BUT ALAS THEY ARE TOO STRONG FOR HER POWERS!

UNFORTUNATELY FOR THE WOOD WITCH, THE MIXING OF THE BELT SNAKES AND THE 300 TREATS NINA HAD EARLIER IN THE DAY HAD AN ADVERSE REACTION AND NINA STARTED OMINATING A TOXIC GAS!

THE WOOD WITCH STARTS MELTING FROM THE POISONOUS VAPOR!

ANOTHER DAY SAVED BY BRECOCYCLE, NINA AND SUPERIOR QUALITY TIMING BELTS!
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